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SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
We ensure children's social development through interactive segment in the field by playing
various games like football, throw and miss games, rope skipping, cup filling among other game
to relax their minds to make them active as well as sharpening their talents

Children
playing various games at both Manyatta and
Nyalenda ministry carepoint (Kisumu ministry center) .to help them jog their minds, cope with any
stress or any other issue affecting their lives directly or indirectly.

EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Children are able to get counseling, healing heart lessons, grief and loss lessons and life skill lessons to enable
them cope up with
any challenges
that they cope up
with in their daily
lives.

Above is children
of Nyalenda MCP
during their happy
moments together.
Beside is a picture of manyatta
MCP expressing
their emotional
happiness and love
with their GD coordinator at the
carepoint

A section picture of Nyalenda MCP children receiving
life skills lessons on the topic called LOVING ONE
ANOTHER

Spiritual development.
The children receive spiritual growth as e teach them word of God through bible stories and genesis Design lessons to enable them to be cycle breakers in society and also to enable them understand sexuality, manhood, woman hood and marriage

Children learning bible story at the carepoint as they are taught by the caregivers. This they learn every Saturday and during
school closing holidays.

Physical development

A very delicious and wonderful meals are prepared every
week for our children and they enjoy every bit of bite prepared by our supper cooks. We also observe health records
of our children, hygiene as well as measuring their height
and weights. Moving clockwise are cooks serving children
food, child measuring weight on weighing machine and from
bottom to up left are children eating lunch

Mental development

A part from school fees and school uniform, children also are able to get assistance in doing their school homework at the MCP where the respective caregiver guide them on how to go about them and ensuring they all complete the a assignment .
Below are the children doing home work at the ministry center (above is Nyalenda and below is Manyatta MCP)
children doing home work

